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Division of Child Care & Early Childhood Education

P.O. Box 1437, Slot S140, Little Rock, AR 72203-1437

P: 501.508.8910 F: 501.683.6060 TDD: 501.682.1550

521 Visit Compliance Report

 Licensee: Perimeter Behavioral of Forrest City

 Facility Number: 142

 Licensee Address: 603 KITTLE ROAD
                                 FORREST CITY AR 72335

 Licensing Specialist: Kendra Rice

 Person In Charge: Helena Coplin

 Record Visit Date: 12/16/2022

 Home Visit Date: 12/16/2022

 Purpose of Visit: Subsequent Building and Grounds

Regulations Out of Compliance:

 

Regulations Needing Technical Assistance:

 

Regulations Not Correctable:

 

Narrative:

Time of Visit: 12:30 pm to 1:30 pm

Census: 58

Licensing Specialist completed a buildings and grounds walkthrough of the following areas: education
building, stations one and two, gym, and cafeteria. Licensing Specialist observed the Christmas decoration on
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the classroom doors. Licensing Specialist was informed that there was going to be door contest for the best
decorated door.

The hallways in the educational building were clean and free of debris. Licensing Specialist observed
classroom 318 (ratio 3:14) and classroom 319 (ratio 2:11). Residents were in their seats or talking with staff.
Licensing Specialist observed residents in the gym (ratio 3:14). Residents were playing basketball, sitting on
the wall, and one resident was sitting by the doorway writing. Licensing Specialist spoke with the resident by
the doorway. He informed Licensing Specialist that he was writing a book. When asked how things were
going, he stated “Things are okay just some problems with my peers.” In the cafeteria, residents were eating,
standing around talking, and standing by the trash can (ratio 3:13).

Station one had recently been cleaned, Licensing Specialist could smell the aroma of the cleaner. Licensing
Specialist observed the paper decorations that the residents put on the walls of Stations one and two. Station
two was being cleaning by housekeeping when Licensing Specialist was walking through. Station two was
also being painted. Both stations were clean and free of debris. The courtyard was clean and free of debris.

Licensing Specialist and Ms. Coplin discussed the repairs that were made to the building. Windows have been
replaced and the exterior doors have double magnets. 


